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OUR MANIFESTO 

Once Earth, One Voice http://www.oneearth-onevoice.org/our-manifesto/ 

Facebook link https://www.facebook.com/pages/One-Earth-One-

Voice/339132739511893?fref=ts 

Our creed. Our call. 

We are 

farmers, teachers, painters, political leaders, food sovereignty warriors, ministers, taxi drivers, 

CEOs, community organizers, scientists, grocers, computer technicians, entrepreneurs, 

anthropologists, indigenous elders, permaculturists, dancers, sanitation workers, visionaries, 

parents, healers, environmental advocates, poets, students, bassoon players, school children, 

bankers, football players… 

AND 

singers. The voices of the earth. Every one of us. 

We believe 

…the earth is a living being, comprised of richly complex, interconnected systems that support 

all life on earth. 

…our planet’s overall health at this time – and therefore our own – is fragile, hanging in a 

delicate balance to which we hold an essential, vital key. 

…every voice on earth has a place in our global choir, and in the global conversation about earth 

stewardship, especially at this time of planetary crisis. 

…we already have all the tools we need – physically, intellectually, spiritually, and creatively – 

to solve the challenges that face us. 

…the unifying power of song has a critical role to play in inspiring and sparking the global 

conversation toward a resolution that serves the common good and the welfare of our planet for 

generations to come. 

In song, as One Voice, we 

…call world leaders to join the people of the world in working diligently, swiftly, and decisively 

to end violence against the earth in all of its forms. 
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…remind ourselves and the world of the importance of community, our unity, our global 

interconnectedness, and the power of collective intention. 

…affirm our personal commitment to work with our fellow global citizens to bring forth a new 

covenant between humanity and the earth. 

…acknowledge that all living beings are members of our global choir, regardless of race, creed, 

culture, sexual orientation, socio-economic background, religious or political affiliation, or any 

other qualifier that prevents the knowledge of the unity and interconnectedness of all life on 

earth. 

…honor the ancient voices of wisdom of the indigenous peoples of the world, whose covenant 

with the earth has remained intact, and thereby reawaken the knowledge that we are all 

indigenous to somewhere. 

…commit to ongoing engagement with our global citizenry, rallying the power of the human 

voice in service to the new covenant between humanity and the earth, for future generations. 
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